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P.8    Commas

Commas are very important for understanding a sentence. They can 
help break up long sentences into smaller phrases. A long sentence 

Examples:
• Without commas: Shmuel dragged his shiny new bike out of the 

shed in the backyard unlocked the chain that was tangled around the 
wheels and began to pedal furiously to catch up to his friends.

• With commas: Shmuel dragged his shiny new bike out of the shed in 
the backyard, unlocked the chain that was tangled around the wheels, 
and began to pedal furiously to catch up to his friends.

1

Rule #1:  independent clauses joined by a conjunction, 
such as and, or, and but.

Remember, an independent clause is a statement that could stand 
on its own as a separate sentence.

Examples:
• , and she searched around for her friends.
• Can I come over now, or
• I like summer vacation, but I’m glad to be back in school.

sure that both phrases are independent clauses (can be a sentence 
by itself).
If the second phrase is dependent, do not use a comma. The rule 
of thumb is that any statement that has a subject and predicate and 
could stand on its own as a sentence is an independent clause.

Remember to check the second statement to be sure that it is an 
independent clause before using a comma. Extra commas can 
confuse the reader.2

1.
While there are many rules for commas, such as in addresses, numbers, title, interjection, direct address, etc., this chapter is 
focused on basic sentence writing skills, not grammar rules. Therefore, only two rules were chosen to be presented here. The 
teacher may decide to incorporate all rules of commas at this point from a grammar curriculum.

2.
Tell students that the length of the sentence is irrelevant. Even long sentences can have one independent clause, and short 
sentences can have two. The following examples can be read to students to illustrate.

times we had together when we used to spend summers with the entire family in upstate NY and winter vacations with the 
cousins in Los Angeles. (no commas)


